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Measures of Good Technical Documentation

Good technical documentation strives to be all of the following:

Accessible and Well-Organized
	Easy to use. 

Can find it when it’s needed. 
	Good table of contents, navigation, and index.
	Accessible to non-English users, the visually challenged, and so on. Some companies create entire, separate documents for different languages and whole new interfaces (software) for those who cannot read text on a screen or page.


Accurate
	Ethics.

Dangerous to readers if inaccurate. Obvious.
Expensive to fix doc and support erroneous info. Corporate America aims for 99.999% (the magic “five nines”) accuracy in everything it creates, including documents. 
	Updates can be Web deliverables, but sometimes need to be printed pages or whole new manuals shipped to important customers.

Appears Professional 
	The more professional it looks, the more professional your document will appear. It’s just human nature to judge by appearances – would you think a hand-written and photocopied assembly manual for a new chair you bought was professional? Would you question that chair’s quality?
	When encountering errors or unprofessional appearance, readers start to pay more attention to the problems instead of the information.


Clear
	Just as important as honesty is clarity, because a reader often comes to a tech doc at the most frustrating moment in using something. Using the exact right words will help make their experience as painless as possible, and they might end up liking your product or company more afterward.

Dangerous to readers if unclear. Be precise how those stupidly engineered bits can kill if used improperly.
Expensive to fix documents and support erroneous info.
Short sentences vs. long ones; short paragraphs, short overall docs.

Concise
	Similar to clarity, but requires focus on only including the info needed and no more.

Using as few words as you can will help make readers’ experience as painless as possible, and they might end up liking your product or company more afterward.
	Aim for conciseness at every level: Eliminate unnecessary words (adjectives and adverbs often signal poor noun or verb choice), phrases, sentences, sections, chapters, and overall documents. 

Only deliver needed or desired information. Tough to balance with comprehensiveness – must understand audience! 

Consistent
	Use consistent terms, capitalization, acronyms, units of measure, and so on.


Comprehensive
	Don’t just tell the reader everything they want to know, tell them what they need to know. Sometimes, this requires lots of background info; study the use and determine what’s comprehensive enough.

Include info that reader will need after learning the other thing.
Don’t leave out important information in the effort at conciseness. 

Demonstrates Understanding of the Form
	Know what goes into creating a good proposal, website, or other technical-writing form, including standard formatting, elements, organization, and so forth.

Is this the correct delivery method for this content?

Demonstrates Mastery of the Tools
	Technical communicators must understand the tools needed to create the content and form they are working with. For example, manual writers must understand word-processing programs, while Web designers must understand HTML, CSS, and related website-editing programs.
	Understand how best to publish and share the document: Will it be most useful as a print document? An interactive website? An ebook delivered to handheld devices?


Grammatically Correct
	Just plain necessary, and looks unprofessional otherwise.

Anything that gets in the way of transmitting info keeps the reader from learning about, using, or deploying your product. They pay attention to the mistakes, instead, and think less of you and your company every time.
Keep readers from ever being pulled out of your doc by errors, grammatical or technical, and you’ll do your job better.

Honest
	People come to tech docs needing and expecting the truth. A tech doc is not the place to glaze over the truth; let marketing handle that.

Ethical.
Dangerous to readers if not true. Using a powered device, steam, electrical, and chemical devices can kill if you neglect to mention the stupidly engineered bits.
Legal liability.

Interesting
	Surely you’ve read boring, dry, uninteresting tech docs. People find it difficult to pay attention to those, and might not understand them or even read them fully.

If you intend to publish in journals or other competitive publications, you need to stand out.
“Be lively and lucid, not dull and boring,” says Blake & Bly.

Targeted to the Correct Reader
	Define your audience.

Write for the “80% case” while keeping it relevant for the minority.
Write for your primary audience.

Useful
	Every sentence needs to help reader do or learn something.
	After reading, reader should be able to perform the task described, understand the item described, and so on.


Measures that Make Your Document Stand Out

In addition, to make your technical documentation stand out and help ensure it gets read and remembered, strive for the following:

Novel or Unique
	What is new or unique in your document?

Do you present a new concept, perspective, or approach? 
How broadly might this interest people?
Timeliness of the topic?

Realistic 
	Can others implement your approach in other contexts?

Does your model scale up or down? 
Is it economically, culturally, or geographically dependent?
Does your approach solve the stated problems?
Is it sustainable? 

Relevant
	What does your document contribute to your field?

Does it address an important topic related to the conference where you’re presenting this information? To the magazine, journal, or so on where it will be published? 
What is your document’s significance?

Social Impact
	How broad an impact do the problems described have on people or places?

How would people or places benefit from your solution? 
Did you consider broader social issues such as political, human rights, gender, language, disability, or so on?


